In the Hall-Héroult process for extracting aluminum, the evolution and dynamics of anodic bubbles have a significant influence on the efficiency of the overall electrolysis process. In this study, the behavior of the bubbles beneath the carbon anode in cryolite-alumina molten salt was studied for the first time using a laboratory-scale transparent electrolysis cell to view the anode from the bottom. The bubble dynamics and the relevant characteristic parameters of bubbles were obtained using video cameras and image processing. It was found that the bubbles were observed to preferentially generate at several areas on the underside of the anode and the morphologies of coalesced bubbles show excellent similarity. Moreover, the behavior of gas on carbon and graphite anodes was significantly different, where the carbon anode favored the forming of larger bubbles. These observations confirmed different types of carbon anodes cause different bubble behavior. These findings are expected to be useful in optimizing the aluminum electrolysis process on an industrial scale.
Introduction
The Hall-Héroult electrolytic process has been the most common method for primary aluminum production since its invention in 1886 [1] . In this method, alumina is fed into a molten cryolitic electrolyte at 1203-1233 K. Carbon is employed as both the anode and cathode materials and electric current is applied through the anode to the underlying cathode. As the electrochemical reactions take place, liquid aluminum is reduced at the cathode and is deposited at the bottom of the cell, creating a separate fluid layer between the carbon cathode and the molten cryolitic bath. Simultaneously, oxide ions from the dissolved alumina discharge on the surface of the anode, forming the gas (mainly CO 2 bubbles) which subsequently releases from the bottom surface of the anode. The overall theoretical cell reaction is as follows:
The gas bubble generated on the bottom surface of anode has multiple effects on the electrolysis process. The motion of the bubble is the main driving force for the flow of the molten electrolyte in industrial cells [2, 3] , greatly enhancing heat convection and accelerating the dissolution rate of alumina [4] . However, in practice, some gas bubbles remain adhered to the anode before growing large enough to escape. Thus, the bottom surface of the anode is always partially covered by gas bubbles, which results in an additional contribution to the overall cell voltage. According to Haupin et al. [5] , the extra voltage drop caused by the presence of the bubbles is about 0.15-0.35 V, which is about 4-8%
Experimental Details

Materials and Chemicals
The composition of the electrolyte used in these experiments was 45.7 wt% NaF, 41.8 wt% AlF 3 , 3.5 wt% Al 2 O 3 , 4.0 wt% CaF 2 and 5.0 wt% LiF, with a cryolite ratio of 2.2 (molar ratio of NaF to AlF 3 ). All reagents were high purity (>99.5%) and dried at 673 K for 3 h before use.
Two types of anodes made of different carbon materials were used in this study. One was cut from a new industrial carbon anode produced by the Aluminum Corporation of China (referred to as the carbon anode) and the other was made of high-purity graphite provided by the Shenyang Graphite plant, China (referred to as the graphite anode). The two anodes were prepared with the same geometry (50 mm × 22 mm × 70 mm) and dried at 110 • C (383 K) for 48 h and polished with #2000 sandpaper before use. To ensure that the anodes reached a stable state, the data and images were recorded after 10 min after the electrolysis started. The detailed physicochemical properties of the two anodes are listed in Table 1 . 
Transparent Aluminum Electrolysis Cell
The experimental setup for observing anodic bubble behavior was a transparent electrolysis cell, as shown in Figure 1 . An additional window at the bottom of the furnace was included for visual observation and imaging of the bottom surface of the anode during the experiment. A double-chamber quartz crucible with a wall thickness of 3 mm (Figure 2 ) was used as the container for the molten electrolyte. The anode and cathode were positioned in their respective chambers, which were connected via a narrow gap (1 mm width) at the bottom of the separating wall. Zhao et al. [18] confirmed that the design of the double-chamber crucible enabled essentially uniform current distribution on the underside of the anode. A DC power supply (MPS702, Tradex Electronic Technology Corp, Beijing, China) was used to supply current for electrolysis. The maximum voltage range for this power supply unit is 50 A. A temperature controller (CKW-3100, Chaoyang Automated Instrumentation Works, Beijing, China) was used for measurement and controlling the temperature of the furnace. A sunlamp was used at the rear window to provide back lighting and two industrial cameras (MV-VS078FC, MicroVision Company, Xi'an, China) were positioned at the front and bottom windows of the furnace to record the electrolysis process in the double-chamber crucible.
The weight of the electrolyte in each experiment was 900 g, with a molten bath height of 70 mm. The temperature of the molten electrolyte was controlled at 1215 ± 2 K, providing a superheat of about 20 K. The anode immersion depth was fixed at 25 mm. A constant current during electrolysis process was provided. The experiments were conducted at various anodic current densities ranging from 0.7 to 1.1 A·cm −2 . The images were recorded at 30 frames per second, and the recording time at each current density was 2 min. It should be noted that the current density was calculated from the applied current and anode bottom area (50 mm × 22 mm, since some current went through the anode sidewalls, so the effective current density at the anode bottom was smaller than the indicated current density value). In our experiment, it was also observed that bubbles generated on sidewalls, indicating there is a non-negligible portion of current flowing out of the sidewalls.
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Image Processing
Image processing was used to extract quantitative information from recorded images, including the shape, coverage and layer thickness of the bubbles. This process was described in detail in our previous work [18, 19] , and only a brief introduction is given here.
Image processing software "Image Pro-Plus 6.0" (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA) was used to extract and mark the bubble edge. An illustrative example is shown in Figure 3 . After image processing, the border of each bubble becomes clear as demonstrated in Figure 3 . The covering area of the bubble underneath the anode was then calculated using the pixel information of the image. The instantaneous coverage on the anode was obtained using Equation (2) . However, bubbles smaller than 0.5 mm in diameter were disregarded due to the quality of images.
where ϕ is the bubble coverage; S i is the area of the ith bubble; A anode is the area of the anode bottom.
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where m is the number of samples;  k is the bubble coverage of sample k. The thickness of the bubble layer was measured from the images recorded from side-view windows, as is shown in Figure 4 . 
Results and Discussions
Bubble Generation-Growth-Releasing Process
According to our observations, the bubble evolution process could be divided into four stages, bubble formation, growth, coalescence, and finally release; this is termed bubble lifetime and is The mean value of bubble coverage at a fixed current density was calculated according to Equation (3) .
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Results and Discussions
Bubble Generation-Growth-Releasing Process
According to our observations, the bubble evolution process could be divided into four stages, bubble formation, growth, coalescence, and finally release; this is termed bubble lifetime and is thoroughly discussed in [9, 15, 16] . Figure 5 shows representative images of the bubbles on the two different anodes at current density of 0.7 A·cm −2 .
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The images at 0.5 s (stage 2) display the initial stage in the lifetime of a bubble. There were a higher number of small size bubbles on the graphite anode than on the carbon anode, indicating more difficulty forming large bubbles on the graphite anode under the same conditions. This might be due to the higher porosity of carbon anodes ( Figure 6 ). Anodes with higher porosity have more bubble nucleation sites because of pores which are considered active sites for bubble nucleation [23, 24] . Therefore, compared to the graphite anode, bubbles generated on the carbon anode have a higher possibility of contact and coalescing into large bubbles. At the final stage just before release (stage 4), both anodes were covered with one or more large bubbles. The evolution of the largest bubble was analyzed using image an processing method in a period of 60 s and plotted as in Figure 7 . It appeared that the critical size of the largest bubble on the carbon anode is larger than that of the graphite anode. The releasing frequency of the largest Some obvious differences could be observed by comparing bubble morphology on two kinds of anodes as shown in Figure 5 .
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It must be noted that some small and medium bubbles released on the graphite anode before forming the largest bubble. This could explain the difference in the volume of gas which was evolved as shown in Figure 7 . Similar phenomenon was also observed under higher current densities as is shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 also shows that higher current densities lead to lower bubble size, which has been confirmed by our previous paper [18] .
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Bubble Nucleation
The anodic bubbles are generated at the anode bottom and are released at the anode edges in a cyclic pattern; several studies [9, 15, 16] reported this observation. However, bubble generation mechanism is quite complex and not well known. Figure 11 shows some characteristic stages of bubble morphologies on the carbon anode in the period of 3 bubble life cycles at current density of 0.7 A·cm −2 . It can be seen that tiny bubbles were observed to preferentially evolve at specific areas on the anode surface. These observations indicate that the bubbles are nucleated periodically at certain sites on the bottom surface of the anode. With those bubbles growing, some new bubbles were generated at clean anode surface among these bubbles, and randomly distributed on the anode surface. This occurred because the presence of initial bubbles on an anode effectively decreases active surface area, which in turn increases real current density. Thus, more and more sites become active. However, these initial bubbles preferred to grow compared to newly generated bubbles. Thus, the sites of these initial bubbles are generally called "bubble nucleation spots", which may be pores or defect sites on the anode surface.
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A variety of coalescence behavior is observed in the bubble lifetime, which was well described in our previous study [18] . Another indication from Figure 11 the locations of coalesced bubbles show a high degree of similarity. This may be correlated with anode surface properties, including porosity and surface roughness. 
Conclusions
The bubble behavior beneath the carbon anode was studied for the first time in cryolite-alumina molten salt, using a laboratory transparent electrolytic cell to view the anode from the bottom. The bubble generation mechanism, coalescence, and release underneath the anode were observed. The bubbles were observed to preferentially generate at several areas on the underside of the anode. It was found that larger bubbles were formed on the carbon anode with a release frequency of almost three times that of the graphite anode. However, the gas coverage on the A variety of coalescence behavior is observed in the bubble lifetime, which was well described in our previous study [18] . Another indication from Figure 11 the locations of coalesced bubbles show a high degree of similarity. This may be correlated with anode surface properties, including porosity and surface roughness.
The bubble behavior beneath the carbon anode was studied for the first time in cryolite-alumina molten salt, using a laboratory transparent electrolytic cell to view the anode from the bottom. The bubble generation mechanism, coalescence, and release underneath the anode were observed. The bubbles were observed to preferentially generate at several areas on the underside of the anode. It was found that larger bubbles were formed on the carbon anode with a release frequency of almost three times that of the graphite anode. However, the gas coverage on the carbon anode was lower than that on the graphite anode. The present results confirm that anode properties and performance have a significant effect on the bubble behavior.
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